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1 Introduction. 

Over more than half a century, the complementary use of hadronic and 

electromagnetic probes has led us to a very accurate description of the 

atomic nucleus in terms of inert nucléons bound together by effective 

forces. While this simple and economical picture has emerged naturally from 

the analysis of hadron induced reactions, it is only the advent, fifteen 

years ago, of high intensity and high energy electron accelerators which has 

allowed us to put it on solid grounds. 

The measurements of elastic and inelastic form factors at high momentum 

transfer [l] has made possible the accurate determination of the charge and 

magnetization densities and has led to a good knowledge of the shape of the 

nuclei. The analysis of quasi elastic electron scattering (when the outgoing 

electron is detected in coincidence with the struck nucléon) has made possi

ble the straightforward study of the shell structure of the nuclei [2]. The 

analysis [3] of total photo-absorption cross sections [4] and of deep ine

lastic electron scattering cross section [5,6] has clearly confirmed that, 
1 

to a good approximation nuclei are made of nucléons embedded in a mean ef
fective potential. All these results have led to strong constraints on the 
self-consistent mean field description of nuclei. 

The effective interaction, which generates this mean field is construc

ted by eliminating any explicit reference to the internal degree of freedom 

of the nucléons, and differ from the actual interaction between two free 

nucléons. On the one hand, the Pauli exclusion principle prevents nucléons 

to come close together in a nucleus, and their strong short range repulsion 

is weakened. On the other hand the complexity of the many-body problem re

quires to parametrize also some aspects of the two-nucleon interaction. In a 

nucleus they fell a softer long range attraction than if they were free, 
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which can be used in self-consistent method to describe the ground state and 

the first excited states of the atomic nucleus. 

While it is fair to say that the one-body properties of nuclei are now 

well under control, the use of probes of higher and higher energy has re

vealed departures from this simple scheme. At short distance the measured 

charge distributions (Fig.l) exhibit less oscillations than predicted by the 

theory [7] : this may well be the hint that all the long range correlations 

have not been included properly in the mean field descriptions. The spectro

scopic factors determined in the A(e, e'p) reactions [2] or by comparing the 

charge density of two neighbouring nuclei [8], are systematically lower 

(30 X) than unity. This is the hint that correlations shift a sizeable part 

of the one-particle one-hole strength in the two-particle two-hole contin

uum. The total photoabsorption cross section per nucléon (Fig.2) is the same 

for a wide range of nuclei (from 9Be to U). At first sight, the difference 

between its shape and the shape of the free nucléon cross section is prima

rily due to the mean properties of the nucleus (size, Fermi motion, binding 

energy, etc....). However a more careful analysis reveals that a sizeable 

part is due to the absorption of photon by two correlated nucléons. This is 

a dominant mechanism below the plon threshold, and it involves correlations 

between the nucléons. 

Therefore we have been naturally led to go beyond this simple picture 

of the nucleus, in terms of inert nucléon, and co consider also Che other 

degrees of freedom which have been explicitly excluded when building up the 

effective interaction between two nucléons. Although considerable progresses 

have been made in this new field, we are still faced with two open ques

tions. 

On the one hand, the increase of the momentum transferred to the nucle

us allowed us to probe its spatial structure over distances comparable or 
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smaller than the nucléon size, where short range correlations between two or 

several nucléons are important. We must admit that they are badly known, and 

the first goal of modern Nuclear Physics is to accurately determine them. 

On the other hand, Nuclear Physics has now evolved from the study of the 

many nucléon problem to the study of the interplay of the degrees of freedom 

of such a complex system and the internal degrees of freedom of its hadronic 

constituents. For instance, when the available energy is increasing the 

nucléon can be deformed and its first excited state, the A, can be created 

inside the nucleus in the vicinity of another nucléon. Its subsequent propa

gation is the only way to determine the N-A interaction the knowledge of 

which is as important as the knowledge of the N-N interaction [9,10]. The 

second goal of modern Nuclear Physics is therefore to use the nucleus as a 

laboratory, in order to study the internal structure of hadrons in an envi

ronment which cannot be achieved in the scattering of free nucléons. 

These two topics will be the axes of the research program of the new 

electron accelerators which are under construction or planned in various 

countries [11,12]. Photo- and electroproduction of real mesons on nuclei or 

of virtual mesons in nuclei, have been, still are and will be a powerful 

tool to study them. Let me illustrate this point with the simplest nuclear 

system : the two-nucleon system. 

Their interaction (Fig.3)"is very well described [l3,14] at large dis

tances by the pion exchange potential, and at intermediate distances by the 

exchange of two correlated pions with a total isospin T « 0 (which are often 

parametrized in the OBE potential [l4] by the a meson). Between the exchange 

of these two pions, one of the nucléons, or both, can be transformed into a 

A. Below the pion production threshold virtual A's enter the description of 

the Nucleon-Nucleon interaction, but above they can be created freely during 

a collision between two nucléons : the problems of the Nucleon-Nuclaon inter-
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action and of the Nucleon-Delta interaction should be solved at the same 

time in a coupled channel formalism. This is the first place where the in

ternal degrees of freedom of hadrons enter Nuclear Physics. 

At small distances the exchange of vector mesons (p,u) plays a role, but 

it is also here that the quark structure of the nucléon is expected to enter 

into the game. This is the second place where the internal structure of 

hadrons plays a role, but the relative importance of these two mechanisms, 

the double counting problem and the relevance of the description of the 

nucleus in terms of quarks are still open questions [15,16]. 

Coincidence experiments performed with the electromagnetic probe are 

precisely the most straightforward way to answer these questions. 

•On the one hand, a (real or virtual) photon interacts weakly and is not 

absorbed at the nuclear surface, like hadronic probes as the pion for in

stance. It sees the entire nuclear volume, and can create an unstable parti

cule, like the A, in the very center of the nucleus, making possible the 

study of its interaction in the final state. 

On the other hand, its coupling to a nuclear system is well under con

trol, since it must satisfy the Gauge Invariance Principle and since it is 

weak enough to be treated as a small perturbation. For instance, the elec

tromagnetic probe has allowed us to disentangle the long range part of the 

Nucleon-Nucleon interaction, which is mediated by the exchange of a charged 

pion, and the intermediate part, which is mediated by the exchange of two 

correlated pions of which the total charge is vanishing [13,14]. This sensi

tivity of a (real or virtuel) photon to the local variations of the charge 

and the magnetization densities should be systematically exploited nowadays 

to study the short range part of the Nucleon-Nucleon interaction inside the 

nucleus. 



Àt short distances the problem is to disentangle the mechanisms which 

have to do with the internal structure of the nucléon (quark interchange for 

instance) and the contribution due to meson exchange, which dominates at 

large distances but still contributes here. The best way to do it is to take 

advantage of the third property of virtual photons : the possibility of 

varying independently their energy ai, their squared mass q 2 and their degree 

of longitudinal polarization e. 

This is illustrated in fig.4, where the basic feature of the absorption 

of a photon by a nucleus appear clearly. The spectrum of the electrons ine-

lastically scattered at 8* on 3He is plotted in the upper part. The experi

mental data have been obtained at SLAC (ref.[l7J). In spite of the high 

energy E_ * 3.26 GeV, of the incoming electron beam, the momentum transfer 

is small (the squared mass of the virtual photon varies little around 

q 2 • - .2 (GeV/c)2). The energy transfer is high enough to make it possible 

to excite the A resonance, which is responsible for most of the pions which 

are electroproduced on a quasi-free nucléon (the pions created through the 

non resonant part of the electroproduction operator [l5] have also been 

taken into account). The range of momentum and energy transfer is really 

that which is already allowed by the present generation of high intensity 

electron machines : as an example the transverse and longitudinal response 

functions recently determined at Saclay [lô] for q 2 - -.2 (GeV/c)2 are also 

shown in fig.2. Unfortunately the maximum energy, 720 MeV, of the Saclay 

Linac is not high enough to allow their determination under the A peak. 

Obviously the energy of the incoming electron beam should be significantly 

increased. 

Besides, pion electroproduction on quasi-free nucléons, the incoming 

electron may also scatter elastically on a quasi-free nucléon. The top of 

the peak, which appears for small value of the energy to of the virtual pho

ton corresponds to the scattering of the electron on a nucléon at rest in 
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.the nucleus. Its width is due to the nucléon Fermi motion. The use of a good 

three-body wave function (the solution [20] of the Faddeev equations in mo

mentum space for the Reld potential [2l]) makes it possible to compute sepa

rately the contributions of the two-body and the three-body channels. They 

add up to give a fair agreement with the experimental data. While the shape 

of the quasi-elastic peak is directly related to the behaviour of the nu

cléon wave function, the shape of the quasi-free pion production peak, which 

appears in the high energy part of the spectrum in fig.4, is due to the 

internal degrees of freedom of the nucléons : one nucléon is changed into 

its first excited state, the A, and the others nucléons are spectators. 

Between the quasi-elastic scattering and the quasi-free pion electropro-

duction peaks, the excess of the cross section is well accounted for by the 

tail of three-body break-up channel, which is mainly due to the meson ex

change mechanisms : the pion (or the p) which is created on one nucléon is 

reabsorbed by an ether, breaking up the residual nuclear system. This mecha

nism involves the short range correlation function between two nucléons, 

which is automatically contained in the three-body realistic wave function 

[20] which I use. A full account of this calculation is given in ref.[22J. 

It is worthwhile to point out that the transverse and longitudinal re

sponse functions exhibit a different behaviour. The pion production mecha

nisms and the exchange currents dominate the transverse response function, 

but they do not affect the longitudinal response function. Therefore the 

best way to go beyond the study of the A and pion degrees of freedom in 

nuclei is to accurately determine the longitudinal response function far 

from the quasi elastic peak. Its tails are very sensitive to the high momen

tum components of the nuclear wave function and therefore to the mechanisms 

which occur at short distance. 
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These spectra are good examples of the interplay between the many body 

aspects (here the three-nucleon problem) and the internal degrees of freedom 

of the nucléon (the creation and the propagation of real or virtual pions, 

the excitation of the A, e t c . ) But they are integrated quantities which 

tell us only how the photon is absorbed by the nucleus. To go further we 

must perform more exclusive experiments, in order to single out each channel 

(pion photoproduction, photodisintegration, etc..) and study the various 

aspects of the nuclear dynamics. 

This is precisely the topic of these lectures, where I review the pre

sent status and the future prospects of the studies of very inelastic elec-

tronuclear reaction, when both high energy and high momentum are transferred 

to the nucleus. I will not deal with "coherent" meson electro- or photopro

duction reactions, which leave the nucleus in its ground state or its first 

excited states. So far they have been primarily used as a spectroscopic tool 

with its own sensitivity (for a review see refs.[9,23,34]). 

I will treat on the same footing real and virtual mesons. Real meson 

production allows us to study the propagation of baryonic and mesonic reso

nances in nuclei and to put constraints on their interaction with the nu

cléon. Virtual meson creation is an alternative way to deal with exchange 

currents. On the one hand, gauge invariance links the mechanisms which bind 

the nucléon together and the mechanism where a virtual meson is created of a 

nucléon and reabsorbed by an other. On the other hand, the creation of the 

A-resonances, followed by the reabsorption of its decaying pions has to do 

with the absorptive part of Che NA interaction, which is coupled to the 

intermediate range part of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. 

The first lecture deals with the elementary operators, which describe 

meson photo- and electroproduction on free nucléons. The second one deals 

with real meson- photo- and electroproduction on few-body systems. Since 

most of the material of these two lectures is already included in an earlier 
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review [9], I discuss here only the main features and I update it by pre

senting the last developments. 

The third lecture deals with the coupling of the electromagnetic probe 

to the virtual meson in nuclei. The emphasis is put on the few-body systems, 

since their nuclear wave functions are known and since they are simple 

enough to allow for elaborate calculations. The case of heavy nuclei is also 

discussed. In tht last lecture, I will try to look for evidence of the li

mits and the breakdown of the description of nuclei in terms of nucléons and 

mesons, and to forecast the new developments. 

2. Meson electroproduction on free nucléons. 

Below E - 1 GeV two channels dominate the pion photoproduction reac

tion on a free nucléon : the yN + Ntt and the yN * Nun reactions, of which 

typical examples are shown in fig.5. While the Born terms are responsible 

for a large background, which varies slowly with energy but dominates near 

the single pion photoproduction threshold, the creation of few baryonic 

resonances in the s-channel leads to strong variations in the cross section. 

Among them the A(1236) clearly appears near E ~ 300 MeV, but the resonances 

with higher masses (E - 600-700 MeV) contribute little. 

The two-pion production threshold occurs near E ~ 300 MeV but the 

cross section of the reaction yN -* Nuit begins to be significant near 

E ~ 400 MeV and exhibits a rapid rise from E ~ 500 MeV to S ~ 600 MeV, 

where it reaches a broad maximum. This behaviour is characteristic of the 

threshold creation (in a relative s-wave) of a n-A pair [27]. 

The vector meson (p and w) photoproduction threshold is E - 1100 MeV 

and the yN • NP or the yN •*• Nw reactions contribute also to the two- and the 

three-pion photoproduction channel*. 
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The strange K meson photoproduction threshold are respectively 

E - 911 MeV or E » 1046 MeV, depending wether the target nucléon is 
Y Y 
changed into a A or a Z. 

Among these channels, the simple pion photoproduction reactions have 

been the most extensively studied. In the A-resonance region multipoles have 

been accurately determined, and their analysis in the framework of disper

sive relations has led to a fair understanding of the basic mechanisms. 

Above the A resonance this method is difficult to use, and it is more econo

mical to expand the amplitude in terms of few relevant diagrams. This is 

also a good way to deal with two-pion photoproduction reactions. Even in the 

A-resonance region, this method has also proved to be efficient, especially 

when dealing with pion photoproduction or nuclei. 

The basic ingredients are the effective Lagrangians which describe the 

coupling of the photon with the various mesons, the nucléons and the baryo-

nic resonances. They are chosen in such a way as to satisfy the constraints 

due to the low energy theorem and PCAC. For invariance, I use the Pseudo-

Vector (PV) Lagrangian to describe the pion-nucleon coupling. I use the non 

relativistic reduction of the amplitude corresponding to each relevant dia

gram in which all terms , up to and including order 1/m2 are retained. At 

this order the corresponding operators are Lorentz and gauge invariant, and 

are valid in any frame of reference. This is a great advantage when dealing 

with a nucléon moving in a nucleus. A detailed discussion is given in 

refs.[9, 25] and I reproduce here the discussion of ref.[28], which deals 

with the extension of the model to the virtual photon case. It gives the 

basic ingredient which I will need when discussing the gauge invariance of 

the electronuclear amplitudes. At the end of this section I will briefly 

review the status of our knowledge of vector and strange meson electropro-

duction channels. 
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2.1 THE NUCLEON CURRENT 

The space component of the nucléon current J • (JQ,J) IS the exten

sion to the virtual photon case of the current, which has already been given 

in ref.[29] : 

* 

.'•<*;'«*.*k+~i" ( 1 > 

2m "(±) 

The time component i s obtained in the same way : 

Jo « -iF,tf) + i-riHiFiiq1) + Fdq1)] o/n 

(2) 
2 u. |2 

[1 + . ] - f l (^ ) ] + s.o. + 0(-U 
4 m2 v w J / 

Where p and p' • k + p are respectively the nucléon momentum 

before and after the photon absorption. This expression is obtained when the 

nucléon spinors are normalized to uu • 1, and differs from the more commonly 

used [30], where the term (p2 + p , 2)/4m 2 disappears, and which is 

obtained with the norm uu - 2m. Of course the same norm of splnor should be 

used in the phase space factor and both prescriptions lead to the same re

sult. This point is important when dealing with terms of order 1/m2. All the 

calculations reported here have been made with the conventions of BjSrken 

and Drell [3l], and using their relativlstic expression of the phase space. 

The kinematics is relativlstic, and the expansion at order 1/m2 is only made 

in the vertex operators. 

Using the relations between the Dirac and Sachs form factors : 
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X 
4m 

<*(*') « W ) + 73 W ) 

(3) 
F'x(0) « 0 

FftO) = e-

fî(0) » e x K, 

F\(0) = e x K, 

i t can be reexpressed as : 

Jo - -iGtlq1) f I + - ^ 1 + S.O. +• fl(-U 

when the target nucléon is at rest (p - 0, p* «It). The four-

momentum q, the three-momentum It and the energy u of the virtual photon 

are related through : 

The spin orbit terms (SO), of order 1/m2, vanishes when the nucléon is at 

rest. Therefore, at the top of the quasi-elastic peak, a good approximation 

to the charge operator is : 

(6) 
jo'-i<h(q2)\i+~y 

L 8m-J 

For a free nucléon, this operator satisfies the gauge invariance principle, 

and it is easy to show that : 

since 

and 

' » ' . - £ TS £ - f '<«' ' + 0(ii (8) 
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For bound (and off-shell) nucléons, this current violates gauge invariance 
,2 ' 2 

P* ~ P 
since (8) is no longer valid (since u » p° - p° > ) ; we shall 

2m 
see that the way to restore it is to consider the exchange currents also. 

2.2 PION ELECTROPRODUCTION ON NUCLEON 

The space component of the pion electroproduction current is a 

straightforward extension [l8] of the Blomqvist-Laget (B-L) amplitude [25], 

which reproduces fairly well the pion photoproduction reactions on free 

nucléons. 

The resonant A formation part is determined by multiplying the 

corresponding B-L amplitude by the form factor 

V 0.71/ 

It takes the form : 

e E 
J* - F A ( q 2 ) C C C j G - — *{[ S •( q - -i p )] 

(11) 
M - m ,[ S

+ *( k --Ô p )]} 
m 

with the same notation as in ref.[25] (but with q • (u>, k) and 

q • (E, a ) being respectively the four momenta of the photon and the 

pion). The phase $(Q) is determined in such a way that the full amplitude is 

unitary when the B-L terms are added. This aspect of the B-L operator has 

not been fully acknowledged. For instance the non-unitary version has been 

criticized in refs.I32,33J. However it is the use of this non-unitary version 
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model in nuclear calculations [34,35] which might be questioned, and the 

improvements proposed in refs.[32,33] are"already contained in the original 

B-L article (eqs.20,29-31). 

The Born part of the amplitude (see fig.6) is computed with the pseudo-

vector pion nucléon coupling. This choice is not only required by the low 

energy theorems and the PCAC constraints (see ref.[9J), but it also leads to 

a good agreement with the measured electric dipoles EQ+ from threshold up to 

E ~ 500 MeV (ref.[25J). For it+ production the space part of the current 

takes the form : 

'- - • # M ( , .
2 -V »;'•" -«•» - F W ) 5 ^ k r ' - (u) 

- iC1« ' l i f e r 'c'-"-'iï^r^ - ««•>•+ ""•>ï5fTû-l 

The denominator in each term tells us what is the corresponding diagram : 

pion exchange in the t-channel, nucléon exchange in the s-channel (charge 

and magnetic coupling) or in the u-channel, the contact.term and the pair 

term which suppressed by i factor m /m in PV coupling (as compared to PS 

coupling). 

For n~ production the space part of the current takes the form : 

'ftVSf „, ,. 2f.-* .__ _c„.%_l£-k_ 
-^-F-"r)«.-,)--,.r""'-) - f !«->iifcr'" 

2£,(p, - £,) 2E„(pb - £,) ' Eb(p^ + £B)J 

The A does not contribute to the time component of the current, which is 

dominated by the Born terns 

(<7„ - qy - m, J 
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Z*» l £h(pb - £b) 2£„(pb - £„) t-m 

2£„-w )< 1 5) 

It is worthwhile to note that the time component of the contact term cancels 

a part of the nucléon Born terms when F^(q2) « F.(q 2). 

This current satisfies gauge invariance up to order 1/nr (for on-shell 

nucléons) provided F « FP • F., otherwise additional terms should be added. 

The relations 

2£.(pî-£.) = 2 4 - £ - ^ ] 

2*^-ft)-2^-.-£ + «£] ( i 6 ) 

2£,(|;; + £,) = 2m(2m + 41) 

lEb(p\ + £b) » 2m(2m - ta) 

are useful to demonstrate it. In the numerical application presented here, 

we shall use 

F,(q2) » Ftiq1) » F\(ql) 
^ G^g1) ^ C'^q1) _ r ( 1 7 ) 

* * " ( 1 — Î L V 

V 0.71/ 

Fï(ql) - 0 

which is a reasonable choice at low momentum transfer. 

This type of current has already been used by Tlator and Drechsel [36]. 

However, the current conservation equation (ujg - k.J <* 0) requires that 

the space part J of the current vanishes when u vanishes. Therefore, we 

have replaced E by w in the antinucleon contribution to the Born terms of 

the B-L amplitude. 

For neutral pions, the extension of the B-L model (as improved in 

ref.[37J) has been carried out along the same lines and is not given here. 
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2.3 CROSS SECTIONS 

Following Dombey [38], the cross section of the inclusive reaction 

N(e, e')nN is related to the transverse a and the longitudinal a virtual 

photoabsorption cross section by 

dXVdi: ~ r ^ a T + e«rt] ( l g ) 

where the flux of the virtual photon is 

r a E' k t 
U ~ 2 ^ £ I - « - < ' < ? (19) 

and the degree of polarization of the virtual photon is 

€ • |I -2^tan 2 9/2l"' 
L * J (20) 

The energy of the incident electron is E and the energy and the polar angle 

of the scattered electron are respectively E' and 9. The fine structure 

constant is a. The transverse cross section is related to the integral, over 

the pion angles, cf the square of the transverse part of the current, aver

aged over the initial polarizations and summed over the final polariza

tions : 
9T-A\ tiU,[(JVx) + VVr)] (21) 

where A - q [m/4itQJ /4 k is the relativistic phase space factor (be

ing Q the invariant mass of the nN pair). Eq.21 reduces to the total photo-

absortion cross section [25] when q2 -*• 0. 

The longitudinal cross section is related in the same way to the third 

component of the current via 

(22) 
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and vanishes at the photon point. 
Whin the pion is detected in coincidence with the scattered electron, 

two more terms have to be considered : the interference between the two 
transverse components, and the longitudinal components of the current. The 
cross section of the exclusive reaction N(e, e'n)N is therefore, 

dff _ r ("dor d<rL dorr _ , /-?-6(e + 1) dortl (23) 

where 

%g - AW*) - UtJr>l ( 2 4 ) 

dcr-n 

and $ is the angle between the electron scattering plane and the pior. pro
duction plane. It vanishes when the pion is emitted on the same side as the 
scattered electron, with respct to the direction of the virtual photon. 

Current conservation (uJg * ^JL) n a s been used to eliminate the time 
component in eqs.18, 22 and 23. This is the usual choice in particle phy
sics. If the third component J_ of the current had been eliminated, it would 
have been replaced by uJ 0/k in those equations. This choice is usually done 
in nuclear physics. Since the current (eqs.12 to 15) is conserved (up to 
order 1/m 2), both prescriptions lead to the same result (at this order). 

2.4 COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS 

The measurement of the azimuthal, $, and polar, 8, angular dependence 
of the cross section makes it possible to disentangle the four cross sec
tions in eq;(23). This has been achieved in a study of the p(e, e'n+)n reac-
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tion performed at Bonn [39]. As can be seen in fig.7, the model leads to a 

fair agreement with the data. Experimental studies of the p(e, e'u°)p reac

tion are fewer [40], and also well reproduced by the model.(fig.8) 

At 9 « 0° (and also at 9 « 180"), with respect to the direction of 

the virtual photon, the two interference cross sections vanish, and the 

variation of the cross section with the electron polar angle only makes 

possible to separate the transverse and the longitudinal cross sections, the 

values of which were determined at Saclay[41J and are plotted in fig.9. Here 

the pion pole dominates the longitudinal part of the cross section, since 

the other Born diagrams are forbidden by helicity conservation. This is not 

the case at larger angles and the integrated longitudinal cross section 

(eq.22) is much smaller than the transverse one (see fig.10). 

It is worthwhile to note that the extrapolation of the electroproduc-

tion cross section to the photon point is not linear, and is well accounted 

for by the model. The reason is that the yNA operator is proportional to the 

momentum k of the virtual photon. When the four momentum squared q 2 in

creases (the mass Q being fixed), the increase of k is faster than the 

decrease of the form factor ?.(q2) near the photon point, whereas the form 

factor decreases more quickly at higher momentum. 

Therefore the extension of the B-L model to the virtual photon case is 

good enough to be safely used when dealing with pion electroproduction reac

tions in nuclei in the kinematlcal domain defined by 0 < Q - M < 500 MeV and 

0 < - q 2 < 0.5(GeV/c)2, Q being the total center of mass (cm.) energy of 

the UN pair. It works also at momentum transfer as high as l(GeV/c)2 

(fig.10), but care oust be taken here of the effects of the difference be

tween the Sachs and the Dirac nucléon electromagnetic form factors. 

On the experimental side, while the single pion photoproduction chan-
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nels are fairly well known in the A-resonance region, they are less known 

above, and only a few studies of pion wlectroproduction reactions have been 

performed JO far. Therefore one of the major tasks of future electron ma

chines will be to allow for an extensive study of those electroproduction 

channels in the energy range 0 < Q - M < 1 GeV and for momentum transfer up 

to q 2 > l(GeV/c) 2. 

2.5 TW0-P10N PRODUCTION 

Double pion photoproduction reactions on free nucléons have been stud

ied in several bubble chamber experiments [26,44-46]. LUke and SSding 

[27,47] have constructed an isobar model which reproduces the shape, the 

magnitude of the cross section, and also the joint decay distributions. The 

two most important contributions come from the contact term (fig.11a) and 

the pion photoelectric term (fig.lib), which account respectively for 75Z 

and 25Z of the cross section. Other diagrams (fig.lie, d) are necessary for 

insuring the gauge invariance, but do not play a significant role in the 

cross sections. Above E * 700 MeV the resonant production (fig.lie) of a 

n-à pair begins to appear and absorption corrections must be considered. 

An effective operator easy to use in a nucleus is obtained, starting 

from the effective Lagrangians L , L ,_,, L ._, and L .„ and computing the 
0 ° ywu' yNN' uNN itûN Y ° 

non relativistic limit of each matrix element up to and including terms of 

order (p/m) 2, I deduce the new contact Lagranglan L by making the mini

mal substitution in the Lagrangian L „. 
una • The space part of the corresponding current is [48] 

C G 3 K 
J --- 1 s-[ q - i R ] 

R° - E^H if/2 * M 

(F A(q
2)S + + F N(q

2)S +.( u - k) 

(25) 

2u - k 

(n - k ) 2 - m 2 n 
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where R^ » u> + p°. -u° is the actual energy of the intermediate A and 

E_"[MJ\ + ( * + P< ~ •* ) 2 ] 1 / 2 i t s on-shell energy. The momenta and 

the energies of each particle are labelled in fig.13. The value of the cou

pling constant G 3, the mass M and the width T are the same as before (sec

tion 2.1.4 and ref.[25J). The isospin coefficient is C - 1 for the reaction 

YP -* w'~A'H'[ pu"], C - - /I/3 for the reaction Y*I + x~A+[pit°], C - 1/3 for 

the reaction YP •* ̂ +A 0[pt~], etc. (the particles inside the bracket indicate 

the A decay mode). By construction the model leads to a vanishing cross 

section when a it°-A pair is emitted whatever the A charge is, in agreement 

with experiment. It also predicts a ratio between the cross sections 

O(YP •*• n+A°[pn~])/a(YP •*• An'A^pn +]) » 1/9 (the ratio of the isospin coef-

coefficients) in agreement with experiment. 

The p(e, e'ftA)N reactions have been studied in ref.[49] where the de

pendence of the cross section against the momentum transfer q 2 has been 

checked (see ref[53]). 

2.6 VECTOR MESON PRODUCTION 

These channels have been studied in bubble chamber experiments [24,50]. 

Three basic mechanims (fig.12) are necessary to account for the cross sec

tion [27,51]. The vector dominance model assumes that the photon is conver

ted into a p or a u> which subsequently scatters on the nucléon. The diffrac-

tive dissociation model assumes that the photon is coupled to two or three 

pions, of which one scatters on the nucléon and eventually recombines with 

the others to lead to a vector meson in the final state. The resonance pro

duction mechanisms assume that the photon creates a baryonic resonance which 

decays by emitting a vector meson. 
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Contrary to single pion photoproduction reactions, no effective opera

tor, convenient to use in a nucleus, has been systematically worked out, 

although some pieces of the amplitude have been used in the calculation of 

the contribution of the vector meson exchange currents in nuclei. This work 

remains to be done. 

On the experimental side, more data are needed to put on firm bases the 

corresponding amplitudes. 

2.7 STRANGE MESON PRODUCTION 

Few measurements of the yN * KA or yN •* KI reaction cross sections have 

been performed so far [ 52,53]. Some angular distributions exist and even the 

total cross sections are known with a poor accuracy. 

The structure of the amplitude is very close to the structure of the 

amplitude of the yN •* Nu reactions [53]. It has been expanded into multi-

poles, and effective operators [54], based on a diagrammatic expansion, have 

been proposed. 

The yp •*• K^A0 channel (or the yp •*• K*I° channel) is particularly inter

esting. Since no resonances are coupled to the K*A.° state, the amplitude is 

entirely given by the Born terms, where mesons nucléons or A's and £'s are 

exchanged. Furthermore the K*-nucleus interaction is weak and is not domi

nated by resonant scattering as Che it-nucleus interaction is, for inscance. 

Therefore, this reaction provides us with a powerful tool, of which the 

weakness does not disturb Che nucleus and makes possible systematic study of 

hypernuclei. 

However the study of the electromagnetic properties of hypernuclei has 

not Seen performed so far. More data are also needed to check the model of 

the elemental)) interaction, since some coupling conscants are not known 
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precisely (especially those concerning the excited states of the K and the A 

or E). 

This Is an completely open field for the next generation of electron 

accelerators. 

3 Meson electroproduction on few-body systems 

In a nucleus, the pion, which is photoproduced or which scatters on a 

bound nucléon, may escape freely or may undergo one or several rescat-

terings. 

A powerful way to deal with these mechanisms is to expand the amplitude 

in a series of few relevant diagrams (fig.13). This diagrammatic approach is 

very well suited to the analysis of reactions induced in the few-body sys

tems, and has two main advantages. On the one hand, it allows to deal easily 

with mechanisms which involve many partial waves. This is particularly con

venient when dealing with processes occuring at high energy and/or involving 

few emitted particles. On the other hand, each diagram can be singled out by 

looking at its singularity and choosing the kinematics in such a way to 

enhance it. Indeed this possibility has been fully exploited at Saclay in 

the study of the D(y,pn")p, D(y,PP)n~ or the **He(Y,pu") reactions [9] and 

more recently of the D(y,iT)NN reaction [55]. The analysis of reactions 

induced in 3He is in progress. 

All the details of the calculation of each diagram are given in ref.[9], 

where a general review of the experimental data can also be found. Here I 

will only update it, and discuss two recent developments : the measurement 

of the Inclusive spectra of pion photoproduced on deuterium by a monochroma

tic photon beam, and the effects of the AN interaction on the cross section 

of the D(y, pit~)p reaction cross section. 
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3.1 THE D(y, IT)NN REACTION [55] 

This experiment has been made possible by the quality of the new Saclay 

"monochromatic" photon beam. It is obtained by positron in-flight annihil

ation in an hydrogen radiator, and the contribution of the bremsstrahlung 

tail is subtracted by repeating the measurement with a copper radiator. 

Since the shape of the bremsstrahlung spectra is not the same for the two 

radiators, a small undershoot appears on the low energy side of the annihil

ation peak., which is got by the subtraction procedure. This is clearly ap

parent in the lower part of fig. 14, where its shape has been determined by 

the measurement of the p(y, w +) reaction cross section. 

This "monochromatic" photon beam has been used to determine the spectra 

of the pions emitted at a given angle in the d(y, n+)nn reaction. A typical 

spectrum is shown in the upper part of fig.14. The broad peak is due to the 

plon photoproduction on a quasi-free nucléon. Its top corresponds precisely 

to the kinematics of the free nucléon reaction p(> , n + ) , which is depicted 

in the bottom of the fig.14. Its width is due to the Fermi motion of the 

target nucléon. The peak, which appears at the high momentum end-point of 

the pion spectrum, is due to the strong s-wave interaction between the two 

nucléons which recoil here with a vanishing relative kinematical energy. 

When the theoretical cross section, which is drawn in the inset, is folded 

with the shape of the "monochromatic" photon spectrum, it reproduces fairly 

well the deuterium data. 

The good agreement between the theory and the experiment, e.g. fig.14, 

is not only a measure of the accuracy of the measurements which can be per

formed with the modern intermediate photon beams, but also a check of the 

ability of this diagrammatic method to accurately reproduce a wide bulk of 

experimental data [9]. It is worthwhile to point out there are no free para-
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oeters. The calculation relies heavily upon the free nucléon cross section 

and the deuteron wave function which are independently determined by the 

analysis of other reactions. 

Moreover such a good agreement, in the case of the D(y, n~)pp reaction, 

tells us that the elementary yn > pit- reaction, which cannot be studied on a 

free neutron, is well under control. À detailed analysis of this experiment 

is given in ref.[55J. These measurements of inclusive pion spectra are a 

useful complement to the studies of more exclusive reactions (coincidence 

experiments), which 1 extensively discussed in ref.[9J. 

This is the starting point of the analysis of inclusive pion spectra 

emitted on heavier nuclei which I will discuss later on (section 5). The 

study of the 3He(y, it ) reaction has been recently completed at Saclay, and 

the data are under analysis. 

3.2 THE N-A INTERACTION 

The multiple scattering expansion reproduces a wide bulk of experimental 

data which have been obtained at Saclay, but a significant deviation remains 

near the NA threshold (when the mass of the uNN system is W 3 * 2170 MeV). It 

appears clearly in fig.IS, where I show the Saclay data which have just been 

reanalysed [56]. It might be due to the part of the NA interaction (fig.16) 

which does not reduce to a sequential two-body scattering of the constitu

ents of the A, and which looks like the nucleon-nucleon interaction (and is 

due to the exchange of virtual mesons). 

As shown in refs.[9, lo], it is possible to define a NA interaction and 

to add it to the multiple scattering series in a way which preserves unita-

rity and prevents double counting. 

A coupled treatment of the NN and NA channels, in the K-matrix approxi

mation, leads to a good account for the structure which exists near the NA 
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threshold, as well as the resonant behaviour of the nucleon-nucleon *D2 

phase shift [9,10]. It is worthwhile to point out that this part of the NA 

interaction Interferes with the multiple scattering background : the effect 

is larger in fig.15b than in fig.15a. 

It is also possible to define and to extract the NA phase shift near 

threshold [57]. Assuming that only the 5S 2(Ns) and 1D 2(NN) waves are cou

pled, t define the S-matrix as follows : 

16 i(6 +6 ) 
TJ e X • 1-n2 e l 2 

1 ( 6 + 6 ) i6 2 

/ 1—n e îl e 

(26) 

where 6̂  and n are the known experimental NN phase shift and inelasticalici-

ty, and 6 2 the AN phase shift which is to be determined. The width of the A 

is treated as explained in refs.[9, 10], in such a way that the representa

tion is unitary. This S-matrix parametrization is used in diagrams III of 

fig.16, and the values of 6 2 are extracted from the data. The results are 

summarized in fig.17, where each symbol corresponds to each different kine

matics selected in fig.15. The overlap between each set of phase shifts is 

good, and makes it possible to choose between K-oatrix solutions [58] which 

fit equally well the NN phase shifts, but which predict different NA phase 

shifts. The determination of the NA amplitude is therefore a very strong 

constraint in ife a .tlysis of the coupled NN+NA systems, and a crucial ob

servable in the search of dibaryonic resonances and the study of their na

ture. However, I would like to emphasize the two following points. On the 

one hand, only the lowest NA partial wave has been considered : the effects 

of higher partial waves (P-waves) is under study and may affect the behav

iour of 6̂  at high energy. On the other hand the large error bars are due to 

the fact that this experiment is at the limit of the capability of the pre

sent Saclay machine. This experiment is difficult to perform with a 1 % duty 
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factor beam. A CW machine will allow it? systematic study will make it 

possible to perform a full partial wave analysis of the NA ial state. It 

will also allow its extension to the (e,e'A) experiment. 

3.3 PROSPECTS 

All these studies have allowed us to get a fair understanding of the 

basic mechanisms which govern the A creation and propagation in the few-body 

systems. 

However the limits of the capabilities of the present generation of 

electron accelerators have been reached. Future machines will allow for more 

systematic studies of these meson electroproduction reaction induced on the 

few-body systems. On the one hand, the increase of the duty factor will make 

it possible to perform more easily coincidence experiments, which are not 

possible or difficult to perform to-day. On the other hand, the increase of 

the available energy will make it possible not only to extend the present 

measurements to the study of reactions induced by virtual photons, but also 

to study the creation and the propagation in nucleus of baryonic resonances, 

with higher mass than the A, vector mesons, and strange baryons (A and I). 

This is an open field, the study of which should be one of the axes of the 

research programs initiated at the new electron facilities. The simultaneous 

study of the NN, the NA, the NN',and the AN or ZN channels is the necessary 

condition for a good understanding of the structure and the interaction of 

baryons. 

4 Virtual mesons in the few-body systems 

Contrary to real photoproduction reactions, the analysis of virtual pion 

photoproduction reactions is not parameter free. 

The pion which is photoproduced on a bound nucléon may also be kept 
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inside the nucleus and be reabsorbed by another nucléon. Although the method 

of calculation of this pion reabsorption diagram is the same as the pion 

rescattering one (see fig.18), the virtual pion which is reabsorbed is high

ly off its mass shell, and the free pion photoproduction operator, as well 

as the pion absorption operator, should be corrected. Two ways are usually 

followed to overcome this difficulty. 

On the one hand, since it is far off-shell, the exchanged pion is sensi

tive to the finite size of the nucléon, and I use at each pion- baryon ver

tex a monopole form factor 

A* " "Ï 
K U 

A 2 " q 2 

where q* is the squared mass of the virtual pion. 

On the other hand, other virtual mesons can also be emitted and reab

sorbed. Among them the p-meson exchange diagram plays an important role (in 

which case I use a dipole p-baryon form factor with a cut-off mass equal to 

two times the nucléon mass). 

I have determined the values of the cut-off mass A and the ratio G2/G^ 
ft p it 

between the square of the rho- and the pion-baryon coupling constants by 

fitting [28, 59] the 90° excitation function of the d(y,p) reaction cross 

section (fig.19). It turns out that, in this reaction, the p-exchange mecha

nism is negligible below the pion production threshold, and only affects 

significantly the A-N * N-N transition in the resonance region. It is there

fore possible to separately determine the cut-off mass A - 1.2 GeV at low 
ii 

energy and the ratio G 2/G 2 « 1.6 in the A region. They lie in the range of 

the uncertainties of the currently accepted values [28J. 

Once the choice is made there are no other free parameters, and the 

model reproduces decently the available experimental data. 

v« 2 > • 
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4.1 GAUGE INVARIANCE 

The relevant diagrams in the analysis of the D(y, p)n or the D(e, e*p)n 

reactions are depicted in fig.20. To each graph, in the elementary photopro

duction amplitude, corresponds a graph in the pion reabsorption amplitude in 

deuterium. However the nucléon Born terms (IIIc, d) must be disregarded, 

since they are already included in graphs la, b, when the nuclear wave func

tions are generated by OBE potential. This important point is illustrated in 

fig.21, where the nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude (or the wave func

tion) is expanded into its driving terms and the multiple scattering terms. 

In other words, since these nucléon Born terms are already included in the 

normal part of the photodisintegration amplitude and since only the sum of 

all the Born terms are gauge invariant, the gauge invariance of the full 

photodisintegration amplitude requires that, besides nucléons, the electro

magnetic field couples also to pions which bind Che nucléons together. A 

schematic explanation is given in fig.21, and a more formal demonstration is 

given in Appendix. 

This statement can be extended to the Born part of the vector meson 

exchange currents. The A-resonance part of the exchange currents, and the 

u>°-u° exchange currents are gauge invariant by themselves, and are lot 

linked to the nuclear wave function, unless those isobars are explicitly 

Included in the wave functions. 

4.2 THE TWO-BODY BREAK-UP CHANNELS 

This model provides us with a good representation of the angular distri

butions of the D(Y, p)n reaction. As an example, the proton angular distri

butions at E - 260 MeV and 95 MeV are plotted in figs.22, 23. While final 

state interactions do not affect very much Che unpolarized cross sections, 
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they are essential to reproduce the proton or the neutron polarization ob

servables (fig.23). For instance the neutron polarization at E » 95 MeV is 

different from zero only if neutron-proton «scattering in the P-wave is 

taken into account. 

Final state interactions help also to reproduce the cross section of the 

D(e, e'p)n reaction [65]. As an example, fig.24 shows the angular distribu

tion of the proton detected in coincidence with the electron at the top of 

the quasi-elastic peak. This experiment probes the nucléon momentum in deu

terium between 0- and 150 MeV/c. Final state interactions decrease the plane 

wave cross section by 10 to 20 I. I refer the reader to ref.[28J for a de

tailed analysis of these data, and for a discussion of the limits of the 

model when high momentum components are probed in the nuclear wave func

tion. 

The most striking feature of the model is that it leads also to a good 

accounting for the forward angle (9 " 0°) photodisintegration cross section 

(fig.25), which has always been a puzzle. Details are given in ref.[28]. I 

wish only to point out here that the agreement is due to the fact that I 

compute di'/ctly the photodisintegration amplitude from the space part of 

the current (I do not use the Siegert hypothesis) and to the fact that all 

terms of order 1/m2 are taken into account from the beginning of the calcu

lation. 

The extension of this formalism to the photo- and the electrodisintegra-

tion of the three body systems is straightforward. The only change Is the 

nuclear wave function [20] and there are no free parameters. The relevant 

diagrams of the two-body break-up are shown in fig.26, and the calculation 

is schematically described in ref.[22]. 

The total two-body photodisintegration cross section of 3He is plotted 

in fig.27 together with the total photodisintegration cross section of deu-
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teron. In both cases the contribution of the exchange current is essential 

to reproduce the data [60,68]. The angular distribution of the proton meas

ured at E - 240 MeV is plotted in fig.28. The meson exchange contribution 

is very important and the cross section is very sensitive to the details of 

the model. For instance the fit to the experimental data [64,66,67] is sig

nificantly improved when the d-wave parts of the spectator nucléon and the 

deuteron, which is emitted in the meson exchange diagram, are also taken 

into account (the d-wave part of the active deuteron is also important [59], 

but it is always taken into account in the two-body operator). 

It is only the use of a good, and realistic, three-body wave function 

ad of good elementary operators which allows such a good fit. Had I used a 

more phenomenological three-body wave function (as a cluster representation 

which fits the three-body form factors [69] for instance) the disagreement 

between the theory and the experiment would have been catastrophic. 

The proton polarization (fig.28) in the 3H(y,p)D reaction is even 

more sensitive to the details of the model. These final state interactions 

play a signifiant role and help to bring the theory close to the data. For 

instance the proton polarization at Ey • 140 MeV is vanishing in a plane 

wave treatment. It is worthwhile to point out that these data have been 

obtained in the inverse reaction : the radiative capture of polarized pro

tons on deuterium [68]. This is a good example of the complementarity of 

high intensity proton and electron machines. 

The model provides us also with a good understanding of the two-body 

electrodisintegration of 3He. As in the deuteron case, the final state 

interaction in the emitted p-d pair and the meson exchange currents help to 

satisfactorily reproduce the data recently obtained at Saclay [70], 

(figs.30, 31). 

Recently the -He(e, e'd)p reactions have been studied when the undetec-
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ted proton is almost at rest in the laboratory [7l]. This kinematics en

hances the contribution of diagram lb in fig.26, where the incoming photon 

interacts with a correlated p-n pair (either in the T » 0 or the T » 1 

state) and ejects a deuteron in the final state. This mechanism can be 

viewed either as a consequence of the antisymmetry of the two protons in the 

p-d final state, or as a final state interaction mechanism when the proton 

interacts with one nucléon to form the emitted deuteron. Both descriptions 

are equivalent and lead to the same matrix element [22]. 

This brief review shows that the two-body break-up channels are well 

understood. However some discrepancies still remain. On the one hand, the 

nucléon momentum distribution of 3He seems to be slightly overestimated for 

small values of the nuclear momentum (figs.4,30). On the other hand, the 

unpolarized angular distribution of the 3He<y, p)d reaction (fig.28) is 

underestimated by the model at backward angles, while they are well reprod

uced at forward angles. 

The source of these discrepancies may be the three-body wave function 

itself. Although a general consensus is now reached on the stability and the 

reliability of the numerical solutions of the Faddeev equations, all the 

existing wave functions underbind the three-body systems. This shortcoming 

has sizeable consequence when the low momentum components of the wave func

tion are probed [22], and it is very likely that the use of 3 wave func

tion, which reproduces the good binding energy of the three-nucleon system, 

will help to bring the theory close to the data in fig.30. Such a wave func

tion might also help to reproduce the cross section of the 3He(y, p)d reac

tion at backwad angle, which involves high momentum component. 

Moreover, the cross section of these two-body break-up channels is very 

sensitive to the small components of the three-body wave function (See 

fig.28). So far I have retained only the dominant S- and D-waves. The small 
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P-wave components may also play a role, and they must be included before 

making a definite statement on the source of the disagreement. 

These discrepancies may also be the signature of mechanisms which in

volve the three nucléons of the target. Some examples are given in fig.33. 

The photoproduced pion may scatter twice, or two pions may be created on one 

nucléon and subsequently reabsorbed. Those diagrams are expected to contrib

ute at backward angles, or at high energy, when the diagrams involving two 

nucléons are suppressed by the nuclear form factors. 

Although all these possible explanations must be investigated, and open 

new perspectives for looking for non trivial mechanisms, it is important to 

begin to firmly establish the basis of our knowledge of the two-body mecha

nisms . 

4.3 THE THREE-BODY BREAK-UP CHANNELS 

Since the neutron and one of the protons must recombine into the deute-

ron, the corresponding form factors strongly suppress the two-body mecha

nisms in the two-body break-up channels. 

On the contrary, in the three-body break-up channels, it is possible to 

select kinematical conditions where these two-body mechanisms are not sup

pressed. 

The relevant diagrams are shown in fig.34, and the study of the 
3He(e, e'p)np (refs.[70,72]) and 3He(Y, p)np (ref.[73J) are in progress at 

Saclay. Fig.35 shows the preliminary results of the study of the 3He(y, p)X 

reaction. This is the spectrum of the proton emitted at a fixed angle. While 

Che peak, which appears at the highest momentum, corresponds to the cwo-body 

break-up channel, the dominant effect comes from the disintegration of a 

nucléon pair almost at rest. The top of the corresponding peak corresponds 
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precisely to such a kinematics and its width is due to the Fermi motion of 

the pair. The curve is the convolution of the model[22] and of the monochro

matic photon line shape, it is obtained by in flight annihilation of posi

trons, and the negative tail comes from the subtraction of the bremsstrahl-

ung background (1 refer to ref.[S5] for a detailed discussion of the experi

mental method). The parameters are the same as in the treatment of the two-

body break-up channels, but although the cross section is still sensitive to 

the correlated two-nucleon wave function, it is only sensitive to the long 

range part of the spectator nucléon wave function, which is basically given 

by its static properties, and does involve the small components of the 

three-nucleon wave function. In that particular kinematics, the three-body 

break-up channel is dominated by the resonant exchange current contribution 

(where the & is created in one nucléon and its decaying pion is reabsorbed 

by another). The contribution due to the disintegration of a correlated pair 

(diagram la in fig.34) is suppressed here. 

This is not the Case in the spectrum of the proton emitted in coinci

dence with the scattered electron in the 3He(e, e'p)np reactions, which is 

shown in fig.36, where the exchange current contribution is small. On the 

one hand, the energy transferred to the nucleus is smaller (u> - 200 MeV 

instead of 310 MeV). On the other hand, exchange current does not contribute 

to the longitudinal component and makes a sizeable contribution to the cross 

section since the electron is scattered at the forward angle (9 , * 25°). 

The two measurements are complementary, and illustrate how the mecha

nisms involving two nucléons can be singled out and studied in the three-

body break-up channels. Their systematic extension to various kinematics is 

under way at Saclay. 
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4.4 THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FORM FACTORS 

Those two-body mechanisms are also very important in the analysis of the 

electromagnetic form factors of the few-body systems (fig.36). They corre

spond to the popular meson exchange mechanisms. They have been more systema

tically studied than in the break-up channel, although their understanding 

relies upon a good control of the nuclear wave function of which they are 

sensitive to the small components. I refer the reader to ref.[74], and I 

wish only to emphasize the following peints : 

While gauge invariance constrains the leading terms (order 1/m), low 

energy theorems and PCAC constrain also the terms of order 1/m2 (see for 

instance ref.[9J). An elegant way to satisfy these two requirements is to 

deduce the exchange currents from the pseudo-vector rcNN Lagrangian [5,28,-

59]• It is remarkable that such a procedure allows us to reproduce not only 

the magnetic form factor but also the charge form factors of 3He and T, see 

ref.[74], for momentum transfer as high as q 2 ~ 1 (GeV/c)2. 

As in the case of the break-up reactions, this good agrément, at such 

high momentum transfer, is achieved by introducing two extra parameters, 

which are not constrained by gauge invariance and PCAC : the cut-off mass 

of the uNN form factor and the p-nucleon coupling constant. I have summa

rized their values in table 1, and it is remarkable that the analysis of 

different channels leads to the same set of parameters. 

We are naturally led to ask ourselves the following questions : What is 

the physical meaning of this TCNN form factor ? Is the p-exchange concept 

really relevant ? 

4.5 THE LIMIT OF THE CLASSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The p-exchange mechanisms has been criticized [l6], since it occurs 

at very short distance (~ .3 fin) and may simulate more subtle mechanisms 
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vrtiich involve the quark degree of freedom of the nucléons. 

The use of a nNN form factor is a way to go beyond the description of 

a nucleus in term of point-like structure nucléons, and to take into account 

their finite size. The cut-off mass of A » 1.2 GeV, which is needed to 

reproduce the data, corresponds to a core radius of the nucléon of approxi

mately .5 fm, very close to the "little bag" radius [79]. If this were the 

reality, the problem of quarks in nuclei would reduce to the understanding 

of the various nucléon form factors. Indeed it is possible [80] to reexpress 

the pion exchange amplitude in terms of the direct coupling of the pions to 

the quarks of a bound nucléon (fig.37). This approach provides us with a 

dynamical model for the xMN form factors. At leading order (1/m), the struc

ture and the strength of the meson exchange operators are the same as in the 

case of the coupling of pion to the nucléon and the agreement with the mag

netic form factor is the same. For the charge form factor, where the ex

change current contibutes at order 1/m2, this quark approach leads to a 

better agreement than the traditional treatment of meson exchange currents, 

in which the Pseudo-scalar coupling is used at the uNN vertex. However it is 

known for a while that the pseudo-vector coupling should be preferred (see 

section 2.2 and ref.[9J), and a recent calculation of the three-nucleon 

system charge form factor, which uses it, leads to a fair agreement with the 

experimental data [8l]. Therefore both approaches, pion-nuclen or pion-quark 

coupling, lead to the same agreement with the experimental data, provided 

the same nucléon size is chosen. 

But if the nucléon radius is of the order of l.fm, as in other current 

models [82], the cut-off mass is only A ~ 600 MeV, and the pion exchange 

mechanisms are strongly suppressed : room is left, even at low momentum 
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transfer for more complex mechanisms where the quarks of two distinct nu

cléons are mixed together [l6' 83-85], and which give rise to six-quark 

clusters in the ground state wave function. Some examples are shown in 

fig.37. Of special interest are the diagrams II, in which two quarks are 

interchanged at the very time when the pion absorbs the photons. Due to the 

antisymmetry of the quark in the final state wave function, these mechanisms 

must be treated on the same footing as the direct mechanisms (fig.37-1) 

which have been only considered in ref.[80J. hile these effects of the 

Pauli principle are expected to be small if the nucléon size is small 

enough, they might be significant when their size allows the nucléon to 

overlap in a nucleus. It is very likely that the complete treatment, of 

these quark interchange mechanisms, is the way to reconcile the apparent 

contradiction between the large nucléon size predicted by current nucléon 

models, and the small size required by the conventional analysis of the 

electromagnetic properties of the few-body systems. Works in that direction 

are already underway [86,87]. 

For sake of completeness, the pure quark interchange diagram 

(fig.37-III) must be considered [lô], but it is expected to contribute at 

very high momentum transfer and to govern the asymptotic behaviour of the 

amplitudes. 

Let me summarize. We have now a consistent and successful framework to 

analyse the reactions induced by photons and pions in the few-body systems. 

Their extensive studies, performed during the last twenty years, have allow

ed us to understand the basic mechanisms which involve the pion and A's 

degrees of freedom in the nucleus. However we have reached the limits of 

this standard model, and it is likely that the current phenomenology hides 

some more fundamental processes. 
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4.6 PROSPECTS 

Obviously, we have to go beyond the correlations which are due to the 

exchange of pions or the creation of A's. On the one hand, the short range 

correlations are still badly known and must be studied extensively. On the 

other hand, we must look for experiments where the effects of pions and A's 

degrees of freedom are strongly suppressed, and where no free parameters are 

left to play with. To close this chapter, I will discuss now two such exper

iments : the low energy part of the quasi-elastic peak, and the 3H(e, e'NN) 

experiment. 

4.6.1 The low energy side of the quasi-elastic peak. 

Here the electron scatters on nucléons moving inside 3He with high mo

mentum and far from their mass shell : this kinematical region is forbidden 

in the scattering of electrons on free nucléons. This part of the spectrum 

of the electrons inelastically scattered at 9 , - 8° on 3He, is plotted on a 

logarithmic scale in fig.39, for the two values of the energy E_ - 7.26 GeV 

and E_ - 3.26 GeV (which has already been shown in fig.4). The pure quasi-

elastic mechanism, where the virtual photon interacts with one nucléon and 

where the two others are spectators, is unable to reproduce its low energy 

part. Although a factor two is still missing when q 2 ~ l.(GeV/c)2, the final 

state interaction effects, which corresponds to the interaction of the vir

tual photon with a correlated nucléon pair, improves dramatically the agree

ment between the model and the data. The reason is simple : this active pair 

is almost at rest in 3He and the corresponding amplitude is sensitive to the 

low momentum components of the wave function. Just near threshold the strong 
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low energy p-D scattering dominates the spectrum. 

One of these two-nucleon mechanisms has been beautifully singled out in 

the study of the 3He(e, e'd)p reaction [7l] recently performed at Amsterdam. 

The experiment has been discussed in section 4.2, and it can be seen in 

fig.32 that the model leads to a good agreement with the data, provided that 

final state interactions are taken into account. Although the squared mass 

of the virtual photon is smaller than in the inclusive electron spectrum, 

this coincidence experiment tells us that the corresponding two-nucleon 

exchange mechanism is relevant. 

These final state interaction effects prevent us here from extracting 

the high momentum part of the three-body wave function as was done in 

ref.[88J. As can be seen in fig.40, the same diagram occurs also in the 

D(e, e') reaction near q2 - - l.(GeV/c)2, and it is remarkable that the 

theoretical and the experimental ratio between the 3He(e, e') and D(e, e' ) 

cross sections are the same. Two consequences immediately follow : in that 

energy and momentum range, the 3He(e, e') cross section is dominated by the 

two-nucleon mechanisms, and the source of disagreement between the deuterium 

data or the 3He data and the model is the same. 

It does not come from a lack of knowledge of the high momentum compo

nents in the wave function, since the same momentum range has also been 

probed in coincidence experiments which have been performed rçcsr.ciy a.z 

Saclay [65,70J. As can be seen in fig.31, the same model leads to a good 

agreement, provided that the final state effects are also taken into account 

Had I used the modified momentum distribution of ref.[88], which fits the 
3He(e, e') reaction cross section at low energy and high momentum transfer, 

the disagreement would have been catastrophic. 

The main difference between the two experiments is the low value, 

q2 • - .078 (GeV/c)2 (as compared to l.(GeV/c)2) of the mass of the virtual 
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photon in the Saclay experiment. At the top of the quasi-free peak the nu

cléons are close to their mass shell and their on-shell electromagnetic form 

factor gives a good account of their internal structure. Far away from the 

quasi-free peak, they are highly off their mass shell, each of them being 

deformed and polarized by the proximity of the others. The free nucléon 

electromagnetic form factors are not a good description of their structure 

and a full description of the two-nucleon system in terms of its quark cons

tituents must be used. However those effects occur only at short distance 

and only appear when the wave length of the virtual photon is small enough 

to resolve them : this is the case around j q2| » l.(GeV/c)2 but not below 

}q2| ~ .2 (GeV/c)2. 

Several attempts have been made to deal with these quark degrees of 

freedom in nuclei. I have reviewed elsewhere (refs.[3,11,89] and more par

ticularly ref.[l5]) the corresponding analyses of the low energy side of the 

quasi-elastic peak, which I will not discuss further here. 

The relevauce of such a description is one of the most fascinating issue 

in Nuclear Physics, and the study of the low energy side of the quasi-elas

tic peak, at large momentum transfer, is one of the few places where it 

could be che.-"a. What experiments should be done now ? 

Firs* ): ail, the separation between the corresponding transverse and 

longitudinal response functions should be carried out in the momentum range 

of a few (GeV/c). The two-body mechanisms, which dominate here, contribute 

differently to each response function [22J. Secondly, the two-body and the 

three-body break-up channels oust also be disentangled. On the one hand, the 

àtudy of the 3He(e,e'd)p reaction has already allowed to pin down those 

two-body mechanisms at low momentum transfer. Such an experiment should now 

be performed in the momentua range of a few (GeV/c)2. On the other hand, the 

only way to single out these two-body mechanisms in the chree-body break-up 
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channels is to perform a triple coincidence experiments of the type 
3He(e,e'NN)X. Such an experiment will be possible with the new generator of 

high energy and high duty factor electron machines. However its interest is 

not restricted to the low energy side of the quasi elastic peak, but lies 

also in a broader range of kinematics. 

4.6.2 - The 3He(e,e'NN)X reaction and the two or three-body correlations. 

Let me start with the (e,e'pp) reaction. The transverse part of its 

cross section (and also the cross section of the (y,pp) reaction) is strong

ly suppressed. The coupling of a transverse photon to a pair of protons, 

which has no dipole moments, is very weak : the photon must be absorbed by 

higher multipoles. Moreover, charged mesons cannot be exchanged between two 

protons, and' therefore the contribution of exchange currents is vanishing. 

The only possible contribution is the two-body mechanism, where a A + is 

created or one of the proton and decay by emitting a neutral pion which is 

reabsorbed by the other proton. However a selection rule strongly suppresses 

also this mechanism, starting from a *s (pp) state, a magnetic dipole in

duces a transition to the 3S.(AN) state, which cannot decay in the pp chan

nel, since its spin and parity are J • 1 + and since the only pp state with 

spin J • 1 has a negative parity. The transition involves either small P 

wave components of the nuclear wave function or higher multipoles. 

For instance, in 3He the (y»PP) reaction cross section is suppressed by 

two orders of magnitude with respect to the (y,pn) reaction cross sections. 

This is depicted in fig.41, where the cross section of the disintegration 

of a pn or a pp pair, at rest in 3He, is plotted against the energy of the 
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inconing photon. The calculation follows the lines of ref.[22J. In the pp 

channel, the background due to the final state interactions and mechanisms 

where the photon désintégrâtes a pn pair but where the active and the spec

tator protons are detected, is one order of magnitude smaller in the A re

gion but dominates below the pion production threshold. 

However, the ratio of the (Y»PP) reaction cross section and of the 

(y,pn) reaction cross section has been recently measured at Bonn [90) and 

Tokyo [9l), and is of the order of 6Z. This value is significantly larger 

than the value which is computed when the photon interacts with pp or pn 

pairs. 

Although in such heavy nuclei charge exchange nucléon rescattering may 

lead to such a figure, in the few body systems, a very likely mechanism is 

the absorption of the photon by the three nucléons (Fig.42). The pion which 

is created on one nucléon is reabsorbed by a correlated nucléon pair, and 

two fast nucléons are emitted almost back to back. Although no calculation 

of the corresponding cross section has already been done, let me discuss the 

main aspects of this new mechanism. Above the pion production threshold, the 

photoproduced pion can propagate on its mass shell, and the effect of this 

diagram can be considerably enhanced by judiciously choosing the kinematic 

in order to maximise the influence of the corresponding triangular singular

ity [9]. This diagram is to be related to the pion true absorption mecha

nism, which contributes to the imaginary part of the optical potential de

scribing the motion of the oion in the nucleus after its creation on one of 

the nucléons. It is known [3,92] that this mechanism decreases the pion 

photoproduction total cross section in a nucleus by roughly 10 %. It is 

therefore reasonable to consider this three nucléon mechanism as the expla

nation of the large number of detected pp pairs. 

Below the pion production threshold, both pions are off their mass 
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shell and are virtual. This two pion exchange diagram is therefore a typical 

example of a three body exchange mechanism. Because of gauge invariance its. 

study will lead to strong constraints on the three body forces in a nucleus, 

in the same way as the study of the two body exchange currents has already 

constrained the one boson part of.the two nucléon potential. 

The mechanisms which is responsible for the longitudinal part of the 

(e.e'pp) reaction cross section is quite different since the virtual photon 

couples directly to the charge of both protons. Since the two body exchange 

currents do not contribute here, the study of the longitudinal part of the 

(e.e'pp) reaction cross section is the best way to determine the two nucléon 

correlation function in a nucleus. 

For instance, starting from the matrix elements of ref.[22], and 

neglecting final state interactions, the longitudinal part of the 

3He(e,e'pp) reaction cross section can be reduced to the form: 

da n n 2 
; -AT F 2(q 2) I •( p + - , n ) + <K p + - , n )| (26) 

dE'dÛe,dp1dfl1dÛ2 v 1 2 2 2 

where 4>(p,q) Is the three-body wave function, in the momentum space, for 

the L » 0 , S " 0 , T » 1 states where T is the virtual photon flux factor 

(eq.19) and A the phase space factor. Each term corresponds to the absorp

tion of the virtual photon by one of the protons. Due to their undiscerna-

bility, the angular distribution against the angle of one of the protons in 

Che center of mass of the pair, is symmetric around (9 )» 90 s, where the 

interference is purely constructive. This longitudinal cross section is 

plotted in fig.43d, for the same kinematical conditions already achieved in 

the more inclusive 3He(e,e*p)np reactions fig.36. The range of momentum 
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probed (300 < p < 700 MeV/c) contains a node of the SQ(pp) wave function, it 

appears clearly in each term of eq.26, which are plotted separatly in 

fig.43d. Due to their interference, two nodes appear in the full plane wave 

cross section . In that particular kinematics the large momentum components 

of the two nucléon wave functions in 3He are probed, and consequently the 

P.V. cross section is small. Therefore the corrections due to the final 

state interactions are not negligible and significantly modify this simple 

picture (fig.43b). But they can be computed with well known methods [22,28J 

and they are under control. 

These two examples,(fig.41 and 43) illustrate how the study of the 

(e,e'NN) reactions will allow us to disentangle the two and three body 

correlations in nuclei. Few experiments have been already done, or are in 

progress. Jut the new generation of electron accelerators will allow us to 

undertake a systematic experimental program. Up to now, all the two body 

mechanisms [22] have been computed for reaction induced in 3He. The exten

sion to heavier nuclei and more particularly to ''He, will be discussed in 

the next section. The calculation of the three body mechanisms (fig.42) is 

in progress. 

I believe that all those experimental and theoretical efforts will be 

rewarding, since I really think that three arm coincidence experiments are 

the most promising future of the study of nuclear matter with the electro

magnetic probe. 

5 VERY INELASTIC ELECTRONUCLEAR REACTIONS IN HEAVY NUCLEI. 

All the mechanisms which dominate the electronuclear reactions induced 

in the few body systems occur also in heavier nuclei. Although more global 

methods (like the A-hole formalism [93] for instance) exist the diagrammatic 
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method, which has been taylored to, and checked by the analysis of reactions 

induced in the few body system, can also be used. This is a good way to get 

a first order understanding of the salient features of the absorption of pho 

tons by nuclei, and I reproduce and update here the discussion of ref.[3,94J 

5.1 ONE ABM EXPERIMENTS. 

Fig.44 shows schematically what happens to a pion which is created in

side a nucleus. When it escapes the nucleus and is emitted at a given angle 

(part, a), its momentum spectrum is very different from the spectrum of the 

pions emitted on a quasi-free nucléon. Since the pion energy is close to the 

A(1236) resonance energy, it interacts strongly with the A-l nucléons: when 

the pion distorted wave function is used instead of a plane-wave, the quasi-

free contribution is reduced by a factor four and comes close to the experi

mental data [94]. This is the most economical way to couple the elastic pion 

scattering channel to the channels which break up the A-l residual nucleus: 

the quasi elastic pion scattering on the A-l nucléons (which leads to the 

optical potential V + iW (scatt.)) and the pion absorption by the A-l nuclé

ons (which leads to the potential iW (abs.)). 

For the 12C(y,it~) reaction the differential cross section is: 

~ r f > i | K ¥ >A-I> - ^ v dpA-i < 2 7 > 
du ax du 

it 11 it 

where K is a purely kinematical factor, and where the integral runs over the 

available phase space of the two body undetected system made of the struck 

nucléon and the recoiling nucleus. I assume chat it is left in a sharp hole 

state, of which the excitation energy z,. (for 1 2C, e » 38 MeV and 
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e * 17.S MeV) is determined by the analysis [2] of the (e.e'p), reaction. 

The momentum •.( p ) is the square of the nucléon orbital wave function, 

and is also chosen in a way which leads to a good agreement with the cor

responding experimental momentum distribution. The number of neutrons and 

protons in each orbital are respectively N. and Z. (for l 2 C , Z » N - 2 and 

Z » N » 4). The energy and momentum are conserved at each vertex and rela-
P P 
tivistic kinematics is used. The B-L model [25] is used to compute the ele-

da 
mentary cross section: — (Q,9 )• When plane waves are used the model is a 

dû * 

straightforward extension of the model which leads to a very good agreement 

with the D(y,*±) reaction (see fig.14 and section 3.1). 

The distorsion of the pion wave, due to the final state interaction, is 

computed according to ref.[62J in the semi classical approximation. The net 

effect is an overall attenuation factor f which is related to the depth W 
« * x 

of the imaginary part of the optical potential, which induces a lost in the 

flux of the pion which elastically scatters on the A-l hole state. 

Of course these pions, which have disappeared from the pion elastic 

scattering channel, appear elsewhere in the phase-space. The inelastlcally 

scattered pions have lost energy and fill in the low energy part or the 

measured pion spectrum which exhibits a significant excess of cross section. 

I have computed the corresponding diagrams using the two-body aatrix ele

ments of the yD •* ppit" reaction cross section[9J: I have only changed the 

two-nucleon wave function and used an harmonic oscillator wave-function, 

which reproduces the single particle properties of i 2 C (binding energies, 

radius and spectral functions). The Fermi motion and the binding energy of 
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the active two-nucleon pair have also been taken into account. For the 
1 2C(y,x~) reactions again the cross section takes the form: 

do do 
f̂ NZ jK$(p A _ 2 ) (Ytip - n"P 1P 2) d P A _ 2

 d P i dP2 ( 2 8 ) 

dQ dT dQ_ 
n it it 

where K is a purely kineoatical factor and where the integral runs over the 

available phase space it the three-body system made of the two active nuclé

ons and the recoiling nucleus which are not detected. The cross section is 

proportional to the number NZ of pn pairs. 

Here again, I have taken into account the rescattering of the emitted 

pion by the À-2 recoiling nucléons, by multiplying the plane wave cross-sec

tion by the attenuation factor f . It reduces the two-nucleon cross section 
it 

by only a factor two (instead of four at the quasi-free peak) because a 100 

MeV pion suffers less scatterings than a 200 MeV pion (see fig. 45). Again 

those scattered pions loose energy and, as above, should fill in the lower 

energy part of the pion spectra. Although I have not yet computed these 

diagrams which involve three active nucléons, I think that the pion spectra 

can be understood as the incoherent sum of mechanisms which involve few 

nucléons in the nucleus: after the second scattering the pion looses enough 

energy to escape the nucleus without suffering any interaction (no more than 

20Z of the pions are most below T - 50 MeV).These rescattering mechanisms 

are also the bases of the cascade models which treat these pion spectra at a 

more macroscopic level, but which also fairly reproduce the data [95]. 

The pions which have been absorbed in the nucleus do not escape but are 

responsible for the peak which appears in fig.44b at the high energy part of 

the spectrum of the protons emitted at a given angle [90,96]. Its maximum 
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corresponds to the two-body photodisintegration of a proton-neutron pair at 

rest inside the nucleus, and its width in due to the Fermi-motion of the 

center of mass of the pair. It follows the two-body kinematics of the 

The peak which appears at lower energies corresponds to the recoil pro

ton associated with the quasi-free pions. 

5.2 THE QUASI-DEUTON MODEL 

In fact the effective phase space for creating a pion at a nucléon is 

increased since, besides real pions, virtual pions, which remain inside the 

nucleus, can also be created. This is really a meson exchange contribution, 

which has been beautifully single out and checked in the few body systems 

(section 4.3 and figs.35-36). However such a quantitative treatment cannot 

be performed in heavy nuclei, since we do not know how to deal with the 

short range behaviour of the two nucléon wave function. This is the reason 

why the quasi deuton model [98] is used and is so popular . The correspon

ding cross section for the 1 2C(y,p)nB matrix take; the form: 

da L da 
f — NZ/K4>( p A , 2 ) — (YD * np) dp A_, (29) 

dû dT p A ^ l dû 
P P P 

where again K is a klnematical factor, and where the integral runs over the 

phase space available for the two body system made of Che struck neutron and 

the recoiling nucleus B. I assume that it is left in a sharp two-partial 

two-hole state ( with a mean binding energy <e> - 40 MeV), although it is 

also possible to sum over all the possible two-particles two-hole states 

built on the 1 2 C orbitals to get the momentum distribution of the center of 
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mass of the pn pair is $(p.__): I deduce it from the harmonic oscillator 

representation of the single particle orbitals. The distorsion of the out 

going proton is taken into account by the attenuation factor f [fig.46] 

which is related to the imaginary part of the proton optical potential ac

cording to ref.[92]. As can be seen in fig.46, it is roughly constant around 

f ~ .75, in the range of proton momentum considered. This model tells us 

that the cross section of the A(y,pn)B reaction is proportional to the num

ber NZ of neutron-proton pairs, and to the cross section of the yD •*• pn 

reaction. It is assumed that the shape of the two-nucleon wave function is 

the same as the real deuteron wave function, and the scaling coefficient L/A 

is nothing but the ratio of their norms: the density of a nucleus is higher 

than the density of the deuterium. Fig.47 shows the excitation function of 

the area under the quasi-deuterons peak which appears, in fg.44 at the high 

energy part of the spectra of the protons emitted at 9 » 25° in the 9Be(y,p) 

reactions. The curve is obtained assuming that the Levinger factor remains 

constant between E • 50 MeV and 400 MeV at the value L * 7. The model over-Y 
estimate the 9Be cross section above E • 300 MeV, but t' is is presumably due 

to the fact that the elementary yD * pn reaciion cross section which I use 

overestimate also the experimental values at forward angles in that energy 

range (see ref.[28J). It is also possible to determine the experimental 

value of the Levinger factor by fitting the largest set of experimental 

data. In fig. 48, I have plotted the ratio of the area under the quasi-deu-

teron peak, which has been aeasured in the study of the 93e(y,p) reac

tion [96] and the l 2C(y,p) reaction [ref.90) and the quantity a NZ/A. It is 

remarkable that these two experiments, which have been performed by two 

independent groups using different methods (tagged photons [90], and photon 

difference [96]) lead to the same energy dependence of L .1 have also 

plotted the values of L which comme out the analysis of 
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the total absorption cross section on light nuclei [99] and heavy nuclei 

[lOO] below the pion threshold. 

For those integrated cross sections, eq. 29 becomes: 

L 
a « — NZ / K P A _ 2 ) O-D(W) dp A_ 2 (30) 

A 

and the integral over the three body phase space guarantees its good thresh

old behaviour. At high energy, when no kinematical cuts affect it the cross 

section reduces to: 
L 

a » — NZ < a > 
A 

where < a > is a mean value of the deuteron photodisintegration. This is 

the original Levinger formula [98]. 

It is very satisfactory that Che Levinger factor L, is constant when the 

complete theoretical deuteron cross section is used. The phase space inte

gration and the good kinematical treatment of the binding effects in eq.30 

allow to reproduce the total photoabsorption cross section below che pion 

production threshold, contrary to the analyses [lOl, 102 ] which are based 

on the approximate eq.31. Moreover, its value is L » 7±1, in good agreement 

with the theoretical value which was estimated thirty years ago by Levinger 

[98], and which is based on the effective range theory of the nuclear 

forces. 

5.3 THE INTEGRATED CROSS-SECTIONS 

Fig.49 shows the integrated cross section of the i2C(,yfn+) reaction 

measured at Bonn [95]. It exhibits a different shape than Che free nucléon 
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cross section. This is due to two trivial effects. On the one hand, the 

Fermi motion of the nucléon, which absorbs the incoming photon, reduces the 

height and broadenes the free nucléon cross section. On the other hand, the 

binding of the target nucléon shifts the cross section towards higher ener

gies: besides the emitted pion and proton energies, the incoming photon has 

to provide the target nucléon with its binding energy (~ 17.5 MeV in the 

p-shell and ~ 38.5 MeV in the shell) to make it free. The losses of the pion 

flux, due to tru« absorption (which I have computed, in a semi classical way 

[92], assuming that a part of the pions emitted at a nucléon are reabsorbed 

by a correlated pair among the A - 1 nucléons, and retaining only the true 

absorptive part 1 U (abs.) of the optical potential) reduces the quasi-free 

cross section by less than 20% at the A(1236) peak, but does not affect very 

much the cross section at lower energies. 

This result may appear surprising, since the outgoing pion is known to 

suffer strong final state interactions (fig.44a). The explanation is given 

in fig.50. When the optical wave-functions of the pion and the proton, emit 

ted in the quasi-free mechanism, are used instead of plane-waves, the quasi-

free contribution is strongly reduced: this DWIA treatment is fully describ

ed in ref.92. However, I am dealing with an inclusive cross section and I 

have to add the contribution of the mechanisms which contribute to the loses 

of the flux of the particles which are created ac one nucléon: the inelastic 

scatterings of the proton or the pion which break up the A - 1 nucléons. As 

above (fig.44a), I have computed their contribution using the two-body ma

trix elements which are given in ref.9, an harmonic oscillator wave function 

and counting the number of active nucleon-nucleon pairs in 1 2C. The sum of 

the contribution of these two channels is very close to the experimental 

data and to the quasi-free contribution, when it is corrected for true pion 

absorption effects (fig.49). 
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The lesson is that the incoming photon sees only the one nucléon cur

rant, and does not know what happens to the pions which escape the nucleus. 

This is a consequence of unitarity. In other words, the pion or the proton 

propagate nearly on shell (see ref.9) far away from the target nucléon and 

escape the interaction volume of the incoming photon, before suffering a 

scattering. 

The quasi-free pion -photoproduction contribution alone does not repro

duce the integrated cross section of the reaction i 2C(y,p) measured at Bonn 

[9o] which is depicted in fig.51. But the meson exchange current contribu

tion (computed in the quasi-deuton model) accounts fairly well for the ex

cess of the measured cross section. I have used the experimental values of 

the Levinger factor shown in fig.48. 

Here the pion is virtual and must be reabsorbed by another nucléon with

in the interaction volume of the incoming photon. 3esides the one nucléon 

current the photon is also sensitive to the two-nucleon current. 

These two dominant mechanisms all_»w to reproduce the main tendancies of 

the total photoabsorption cross sections [fig.2J. Here the small additional 

contribution due to the coherent n° production ( 1 2 C ( Y > H ° ) 1 2 C ) helps to im

prove '-he agreement just above the pion threshold, but is negligible in the 

A energy range and above. 

The two dominant contributions are proportional to the number À of nu

cléons: this is obvious for the one body part (the quasi free photoproduc

tion) and the two body part (the quasi deuton) is proportional to NZ/A, 

which in turn behaves as A. Therefore this simple model provides us with a 

good understanding of the "universal curve" [fig.2] which is obtained when 

the total photoabsorption cross sections of various nuclei are divided by 

their mass number. The difference of its shape, from the shape of the free 

nucléon cross section, comes not only from trivial effects, which have to do 
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with the bulk, properties of nuclear matter (Fermi motion and binding ener

gies), but also from the nature of the behaviour of the A in nuclear matter 

(through the coupling between the NA -• NN channels). 

In fact this close similarities of the "universal" photoabsorption cross 

section per nucléon with the free nuclear cross section is a direct conse

quence of the nature of the photon which sees the entire nuclear volume,This 

is not the case of the pion which'is strongly absorbed at the surface of the 

nucleus: the pion-nucleus total cross section is quite different from the 

it - N cross section. 

This is exactly the result which is found in a more elaborate treatment: 

thee A - hole model [93]. This is an elegant way to take unitarity into 

account. The incoming photon is assumed to change a nucléon into its first 

excited state, the A resonance, which subsequently propagates in the nucle

us. The binding of the nucléon and the A are taken into account by assuming 

that they are moving in a mean nuclear potential, and unitarity demands that 

this A - hole state is strongly coupled to all the possible other channels. 

This coupling strongly affects the width and the position of the resonance 

(as compared to the free nucléon case) through the spreading potential, a 

sizeable part of which is due to the A- N •+• N - N transition: this is also a 

sizeable part of the exchange current contribution in my diagrammatic ap

proach. It is here that the phenomenology enters both models. In the A-hole 

model, the spreading potential is usually empirically determined by fitting 

the cross section of pion elastic scattering by selected nuclei. In my cal

culation, I parametrize the exchange current contribution by the quasideu-

teron model in which the Levinger factor is also determined in an empirical 

way. 

However, the A - hole model does not treat consistently the non resonant 

Born terms in the elementary operator [l7]. They dominate near threshold and 
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they represent half of the charged pion photoproduction cross section [25] 

at the resonance, with which they strongly interfere (see fig.12 in 

ref.18). In the diagrammatic method they are automatically taken into ac

count in the elementary operator. It is important to realize that these non 

resonnant Born terms are reponsible for the non resonnant meson exchange 

currents which dominate the total photoabsorption cross section below the 

pion production threshold. Nevertheless the physics is the same and both 

approaches lead to roughly the same results, although the phenomenology is 

not introduced in the same way. The extension to heavy nuclei of the dia

grammatic approach, which has been checked in the few body systems, in an 

economical and pedagogical way to understand the basic mechanisms which 

govern the absorption of photons by nuclei. 

5.4 DEEP INELASTIC ELECTRON SCATTERING 

The same mechanisms are also reponsible for the total absorption of a 

virtual photon by a nucleus, but a new mechanism becomes important: the 

quasi-free electron scattering [fig.52J . As an example, the cross section 

of electron deer inelastic scattering on 1 2 C , **°Ca, **8Ca and 5 6Fe are plot

ted in figs.53 r:.;•.-. 34. They have been recently measured at Saclay [5 -6]. 

Besides the plot t'. ictroproduction peak, which appears on the right of the 

the figure for high values of the energy cu of the virtual photon, the peak 

which appears at lover energy corresponds to the absorption of the virtual 

photon by a quasi-free cicleon nearly at rest in the nucleus (this is kine-

catically forbiden to a real photon). The top of the peak corresponds preci

sely to the energy of the elastic scattering of the incoming electron on a 

nucléon at rest, and the width is due to its Fermi motion in the nucleus. 

Between these two peaks, the contribution of the exchange currents (dia

gram II in fig.52) helps to reproduce the experiment. 
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However, the situation i_. not as simple as in the case of real photon 

absorption. When the contribution of the quasi-elastic peak is computed, the 

closure approximation is usually made. The one-particle one-hole diagram 

I.a, the two-particle two-hole diagram I.b and all the possible other dia

grams are added incoherently. If the available energy is high enough, this 

sum is equivalent to the one—nucléon contribution, since all those different 

final states form a complete basis. 

When the complete deuteron electrodisintegration cross section is used 

in the quasi-deuteron model, diagram I.b is counted twice, since the coher

ent summ of diagram I.b and II is used, and since diagram I.b is already 

contained in the quasi-elastic contribution. This is not the case for the 

real photon absorption, since the kinematics of diagrams I.a and I.b require 

a very large nucléon momentum in the nucleus: the one-body current contrib

utes only •'hrough the interference between diagrams I.b and II. 

There are two ways to overcome this double counting problem. The first 

one is to start with a cluster expansion of the target nucleus ground state 

wave function, and to compute its overlap with all the possible one-particle 

one-hole and multi-particle multi-hole states (not only those where the 

particles are free, but also those where they interact in the final state). 

This is a very ambitious program, which has only been possible in the few-

body systems (section 4), and I am not sure that it could be easily achieved 

in the case of a nucleus as complex as 1 2 C . 

The second way is to retain only the exchange part (diagram II) in the 

elementary deuteron electrodisintegration cross section, but the price to 

pay is the need of an energy dependent Levinger factor (the same as in the 

real photon case) to simulate the interference between diagrams I.b and II: 

the corresponding values, extracted from the analysis of the (Y»P) reaction 

cross sections, are given in fig.55, and are used to compute the quasi-deu-

ton contribution in figs. 53 and 54. 
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Like the total photonuclear absorption cross sections, the deep inelas

tic electron scattering cross sections, exhibit a remarkable scaling behav

iour. This is clearly apparent in fig.55 where the spectra of the electrons 

inelastically scattered at 60°, when E ~ 680 MeV, by various nuclei [5,6] 

are divided by the corresponding mass number. 

In this energy range, the cross sections are the same for a wide range 

of nuclei: here the absorption of a real or a virtual photon is mainly sen

sitive to the bulk properties of nuclear matter. This similarity of the 

basic mechanisms involved in total photoabsorption, and deep inelastic scat

tering, reaction cross sections is even more apparent in fig.56, where the 
l2C(ee')x reaction cross section extrapolates fairly well to the total pho

toabsorption cross section when the four momentum q of the virtual photon 

vanishes. It is worthwhile to point out that the extrapolation is not linear 

as in the case of a free nucléon (fig.10). 

In the quasi-elastic scattering region, the shape of the cross section 

changes with the mass number: here the photo-absorption process is mainly 

sensitive to the size of the nucleus and probes the nucléon momentum distri

bution. The transverse and longitudinal response functions have been singled 

out in that region, but not under the A peak. This interesting topic is 

outside the scope of these lectures, and I refer to ref.[5 - 6] for a dis

cussion. 

5.5 PROSPECTS 
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TABLE 1 

The values of the cut-off nass A of uNN monopole fora factor and of the 
n 

p-nucleon coupling constant G - g (1 + K ) 

Experiment 
NN NN 

Bonn [75] 

Break-up Channels 
Electromagnetic 

form factors 

Mathiot Sauer 

[77] [74,78] 

Experiment 
NN NN 

Bonn [75] 

Photo-
disintegration 

[28] 

Pion-
disintegration 

[76] 

Electromagnetic 
form factors 

Mathiot Sauer 

[77] [74,78] 

A, (GeV) 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.25 1.2 

Gj/Gj 2.6 1.6 2.A 2.2 2.26 

pNN 

form factor 
(GeV) 

monopole 

A p - 1.5 

dipole 

A p - 2 m N 

dipole 

Ap " 2 mN 

monopole 

A p- 1.25 

monopole 

A p- 1-2 
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Fig.l The charge density of < i u aPb. The experimental values, measured at 

Saclay [l], are represented by the full line, of which the thickness 

represents the size of the error. The dashed line is the theoretical 

charge density computed in the framework of mean field theory [7]. 

Fig.2 The upper part of the figure shows the "universal curve" of the total 

photo-absorption cross section on nuclei, plotted against the inco

ming photon energy. Here the photo-absorption cross section of a wide 

variety of nuclei (from 9Be to ^ 0 8Pb) have been divided by the cor

responding number of nucléons. In the lower part of the total photo-

absorption of 1 2 C is compared to the free nucléon cross section 

(dashed line) and two theoretical predictions. The first one (dot-

dash line) is based on the A-hole model [93]. The second one (full 

line) is based on a diagrammatic expansion of the amplitude [3] and 

is discussed in section 5. 

Fig.3 The nucleon-nucleon potential and the dominant driving terms. They 

must be iterated to obtain the full T-matrix. At long distance the 

pion exchange mechanism dominates. At intermediate distance a A can 

be created between the exchange of two pions. At short distance heavy 

mesons can be exchanged, but also the subnuclear degrees of freedom 

are expected to play a role : the Quark Interchange Mechanism is one 

possible example. When the electromagnetic probe interacts with the 

nucléon current in nuclei, gauge invariance requires also its inter

action with each charged particle which is exchanged in the driving 

terms. 

Fig.4 The contribution to the spectrum [l7] of the electron inelastlcally 

scattered on 3He of the two-body (dot-dash), the three-body (dot) 

break-up channels, and of the pion electroproduction channel (dashed) 

are shown separately in a). The transverse and longitudinal response 
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functions [l9] are shown in b and c, when q 2 = -.2(GeV/c)2. The dot-

dashed curves correspond to the usual plane-wave treatment. The full 

line curves include the final state interactions and meson exchange 

currents [22] 

Fig.5 In the upper part of the figure the cross section of the yp •*• nit+ is 

depicted. The experimental points come from ref.[24] and the curves 

are the predictions of the model described in ref.[25J. The reson

ances are labelled by their quantum numbers (mass, isospin I, spin J 

and orbital angular momentum L) as L_T 9 T - In the lower part the 

cross section of the reaction yp •*• pit+it~ is depicted. The experimen

tal points come from ref.[26J. The curves correspond to the cross 

section of the reaction yp "* A + +u~. 

Fig.6 The amplitude of the yN + Nil reaction expanded in terms of the rele

vant diagrams in a and b, for respectively pseudo-scalar (PS) or 

pseudo-vector (PV) nNN coupling. In c and d, the Feynman diagrams, 

involving a nucléon in the intermediate state, are expanded in terms 

of times ordered diagrams, in order to exhibit the pair terms. In PV 

coupling they are suppressed, with respect to PS coupling by a factor 

m /m. u 
Fig.7 The excitation function, at 8 • 25°, of the reaction p(e, e'it+) is 

plotted against the invariant mass Q of the emitted Ji-N pair [39]. 

The squared four momentum transfer is q 2 • '0.3 (GeV/c)2. The sum of 

the longitudinal and the transverse cross sections and the tranverse-

longitudlnal interference cross section are shown separately. 

Fig.8 The angular distribution [40] of the p(e, e'ir°)p reaction cross sec

tion for Q - 1200 MeV and q 2 - -.3(GeV/c)2, for two values of the 

azimuthal angle <t>. 

Fig.9 The transverse and the longitudinal differential cross sections of 
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the p(e, e'n+)n reaction, - when the pion is emitted at 9 » 0°, in the 

direction of the virtual photon. The experiments have been performed 

at Saclay [4l] and Bonn [39]. The invariant mass of the itN pair is 

Q » 1170 MeV, and the square of the mass of the virtual photon, q 2, 

is plotted on abscissa. 

Fig.10 The same as in fig.9, but for the integrated transverse and longitu

dinal cross sections at Q » 1220 MeV. The experimental points have 

been obtained at Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) (ref.[42]) 

and Bonn [43]. 

Fig. 11 The relevant diagrams for describing the double pion photoproduction 

reactions on a nucléon. 

Fig.12 The relevant diagrams for descibing the photoproduction of vector 

meson. 

fig.13 The relevant diagrams in the description of the elementary operators 

YN •* nN (I), wN •*• nN (III). The multiple scattering series of the 

pion created at one bound nucléon is schematically depicted in (II). 

Contrary to the yN •*• Nit reactions, the nN •*• uN reactions are domin

ated by the A-isobar, and the background is very weak. 

Fig.14 The spectra of the pions emitted at 8 » 46.4", when E - 300 MeV in 

the D(y, fl+)nn and p(y, n+)n reactions are plotted against their 

momentum. They have been recently measured at Saclay with the mono

chromatic photon beam. The theoretical cross section is drawn in the 

inset. It is folded with the experimental photon line shape, when it 

is compared to the data. The final state interaction effects are (are 

not) included in the full (dashed) curves. The comparison is abso

lute : the experiment and the theory have been normalized to the same 

number of incoming photons and to the same target thickness. 
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Fig.15 The relative excess, with respect to the predictions of the quasi 

free mechanism, of the cross section of the reaction d(y,pit~)p as 

measured at Saclay [9, 56J. The pion and one of the two protons were 

detected in coincidence, in such a way that the mass Q and the momen

tum of the undetected proton are kept constant. The abcissa is the 

angle 9 2 of the undetected proton. The full line curves include all 

the leading pion and nucléon reseatraring graphs. The dashed line 

curves show the effects of the part of the NA interaction which does 

not reduce to the multiple scattering of the A constituents (see 

refs.[9, 10] for a detailed discussion). 
Fig.16 The relevant diagrams in the analysis of the D(Y,pn~)p reaction. 

I : The quasi-free process where the elementary yn+pit- reaction am

plitude has been split into the non resonant Born terms and the A-

resonance production amplitude. II : The dominant final state inter

action diagrams whicn involve the rescattering of the A constituents. 

III : The diagram which involve the part of the .NA interaction which 

does not reduce to, the rescattering of one of the A constituents. 

IV : A possible example of such a part of the NA interaction. 

Fig.17 The phase shift 6 2 of the NA S-wave is plotted against the cm. 

squared total energy s. Each symbol corresponds to a given kinemati-

cal setting in fig.15. The two curves correspond to two K-matrix fits 

of the XD 2(NN) phase shift [58]. 

Fig.18 The different pieces of the AN interaction. I : The exchange part is 

mediated by z pion which can propagate on shell. It is very well 

described by the multiple scattering of the A constituents (pion or 

nucléon). II : The direct part of the NA Interaction is mediated by 

the exchange of virtual mesons, and looks like the interaction be

tween two nucléons. Ill : The NA and NN systems are stongly coupled 
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through the NN + NA transition amplitude which dominates many break

up channels in reactions induced on the few-body systems. 

Fig.19 The excitation funtion at 8 » 90°, of the d(y,p)n reaction is plot-
P 

ted against the incoming photon energy E . The high energy experimen

tal points have been obtained at Bonn [60J. At low energy the refer

ences can be found in refs.[28,59]. The dotted and dashed curves 

correspond to the plane wave calculation without and with the ex

change current contribution respectively. The dash-dot and the full 

curves include also the neutron-proton final state interaction, in 

the S and S+P states respectively. 

Fig.20 The deuteron photodisintegration amplitude is expanded in terms of 

leading diagrams I. The pion reabsorption amplitude le is expanded 

into the relevant diagrams II, which come from the expansion III of 

the elementary yH •*• Nit amplitude in terms of Born terms (Ilia, b) the 

nucléon exchange terms (IIIc, d) the A-formation terms (Hie) and the 

(0° exchange term (Illf). 

Fig.21 (a) In the elementary yN •* itN reaction amplitude, only the sum of all 

the Born terms is gauge invariant, (b) When the pion is created on a 

nucléon bound in a nucleus, each diagram contributes to the meson 

exchange amplitude. However, the diagrams that correspond to the 

nucléon Born term are already included in the wave function of the 

Initial and the final states, and should be disregarded, (c) These 

wave functions are obtained by iterating the driving terms in the 

nucleon-nucleon interaction, and gauge invariance requires that if 

the photon interacts with the nucléons, it also interacts with the 

exchanged mesons that bind them together. 

Fig.22 The angular distributions of the protons emitted in the D(y, p)n 

reaction when E • 260 MeV. The experimental points, as well as the 
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meanlng of the curves, are the sane as in fig.19. 

Fig.23 In the upper part, the angular distribution of the unpolarized dif

ferential cross section of the D(y» p)n reaction at E » 95 MeV is 

plotted. The experiments have been performed at Mainz[6l], IUCF[62J, 

and Frascati [63]. The meaning of the curves is the same as in 

fig.19. In the lower part, the polarization of the neutron emitted in 

the D(y» n)p reaction, when E - 95 MeV, is plotted against the neu

tron angle. It is measured along the kxn axis. The experimental 

points come from the p(n, d)v reaction recently performed at TRIUMF 

[64]. 
Fig.24 The angular distribution of the protons emitted in the D(e, e'p)n 

reaction, when E » 500 MeV, E' » 395 MeV and 9 » 59°, is plotted 

against the momentum p of the recoiling neutron. The dashed curve 
n 

corresponds to the Born approximation. The neutron-proton final state 

interactions are included in the dash-dot curve. The meson exchange 

current contributions are included in the full curve. The experiment 

has been recently performed at Saclay [65]. 

Fig.25 The excitation function at 9 • 0°, of the d(y, p)n reaction is plot

ted against the incoming photon energy. The meaning of the curves is 

the same as in fig.19. The references for the experimental points can 

. be found in ref.[28]. 

Fig.26 The relevant diagrams in the analysis of the 3He(y, p)D reaction. 

Fig.27 The integrated cross section of the two-body photodisintegration of 

the deuteron and the 3He nucleus are plotted against the energy of 

the incoming photon. The high energy data points have been recently 

measured at Bonn [60,66]. The meaning of each curve is explained in 

the insets. 
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Fig.28 The angular distribution of the protons emitted in the 3He(y,p)d 

reaction when Ey * 240 MeV. The experiments have been performed at 

Bonn [66], Saclay [67] and TRIUMF [68]. The dashed curve corresponds 

to the Born approximation. The dash-dot curve includes the meson 

exchange contributions, where only the S-wave parts of the final 

deuton and the three-body system are retained. Their D-wave parts are 

included in the full line curve. 

Fig.29 The proton polarization in the 3He(y,p)d reaction [68]. Only the S 

wave parts of the three-body and the deuton wave function are re

tained in the dot-dash curve (plane wave).The D-wave parts are in

cluded in the broken line curve. The final state rescattering of the 

proton and the deuton in the S, P and D waves is included in the full 

line curve. 

Fig.30 The angular distribution of the proton emitted in coincidence with 

the scattered electron in the 3He(e, e'p)D reaction [70] is also 

plotted against the momentum of the recoiling deuteron (upper scale). 

Fig.31 The same as in fig.30, but for higher momentum of the recoiling deu

teron. 

Fig.32 Experimental coincidence cross sections [7l] of the 3He(e, e'd)p 

reaction as function of recoil momentum (k) at fixed momentum trans

fer (q). The curves correspond to photon-proton coupling including 

FSI (dotted), photon-proton and photon-pn coupling in PWIA (solid) 

and a full calculation including FSI (dashed). The relevant diagrams 

are shown in the inset. 

Fig.33 Possible three-nucleon mechanisms in pion or photon induced reactions 

at intermediate energy. They involve the double scattering of the 

pion, the creation of two pions at one nucléon and/or the creation of 

two A's. 
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Fig.34 The relevant diagrams in the analysis of the 3He(y, p)np reaction. 

Fig.35 The spectrum [73] of the proton emitted at 9 » 23° in the reactions 
3He(y, p)X induced by monochromatic photons of E » 310 meV. The 

curve is the result of the folding of the model [22] and the measured 

beam line shape. (See ref.[55] for the discussion of the experimental 

method), The dashed curve does not take into account the exchange 

current graph (on the right of the inset). 

Fig.36 The same as in fig.35, but for the 3He(e, e'p)np reaction when 

E - 560 MeV, u - 200 MeV, 9 ,- 25" and 9 - 60°. The abscissa is the » e' p 
missing mass of the undetected pn pair. 

Fig.37 The relevant meson exchange diagrams in the 3He(y, p) reaction and 

the magnetic form factor of 3He. The symbol B stands for the non 

resonant Born terms of the elementary operator, which are not impli

citly included in the nuclear wave functions. 

Fig.38 I : À possible description of the exchange curent, in terms of the 

direct coupling of the pion to the constituent quarks. II : The 

graphs which must be considered when the final state quark wave func

tion is antisymmetrized. Their importance may be hidden by the pheno-

menological determination of the uNN form factor. Ill : The quark 

interchange mechanism which is expected to be very important at very 

high momentum transfer. 

Fig.39 The low energy part of the spectra of electrons inelastically scat

tered by 3He are plotted on a logarithmic scale. The arrows corre

spond to elastic scattering of electrons on free proton and deuteron 

at rest. The broken line curves take only into account the quasi-

elastic scattering of electron on nucléon pair, and the p-D reseat-
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tering for two-body break-up channel, and the nucleon-nucleon rescat-

•tering in the active pair for the three-body channel. 

Fig.40 a) The low energy part of the spectrum of electron inelastically 

scattered at 8° on deuteron, when q2 ~ - l.(GeV/c)2. The values of 

the nucléon momenta p , which is involved in the reaction, are also 

plotted on abscissa. 

b) The ratio of the cross section of the 3He(e, e') and D(e, e') 

reactions near q2 * - l.(GeV/c)2. 

Fig.41 The photodisintegration cross section of the pn pair (upper part) and 

a pp pair (lower part) at rest in 3He. One of the detected proton in 

assumed to be emitted at 9 - 90°, with respect to the incoming pho

ton, in the center of mass frame of the active pair. In the pp chan

nel the background in due to all the graphs due to final state inter

action and corresponding to pion reabsorption in a pn active pair. It 

does not include the pion reabsorption graph in the pp active pair, 

which dominates,,the (y,pp) cross section. See ref. 1 4 for details of 

the model. 

Fig.42 The two relevant diagrams in the analysis of the of the (e, e'pp) 

reaction. The diagram at the left does not contribute to the trans

verse parts, but only to the longitudinal cross sections (at lowest 

orders). 

Fig.43 The longitudinal part of the 3He(e, e'pp) cross section, a) PW, b) 

DW. 

Fig.44 The spectra of the pions emitted in the 1 2C(y, O reaction [95], and 

the proton emitted in the 9Be(y» p) reaction[96]. The meaning of the 

curves is explained in the insets, as well as the connection betwen 

the different parts of the spectra and the pion optical potential. 

Fig.45 The plon attenuation factor f . The full curve is computed as ex

plained in ref.[92J. The experimental points have been obtained as 
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the ratio of the area of- the experimental to the plane wave quasi-

-free peaks [95,97]. The dashed curve takes only into account the time 

absorption mechanism, and is computed by retaining only the corre

sponding imaginary part W (abs) of the optical potential. 

Fig.46 The proton attenuation factor f . 

Fig.47 The area integrated under the quasi-deuton peak observed at 

8 » 25 ± 5 ° in the 9Be(y, p) reaction [96]. The curve is the meson 

exchange contribution when L * 7. 

Fig.48 The experimental value of the Levinger factor deduced from total 

photoabsorption measurements performed at Mainz (solid circles [99 J) 

and Saclay (hatched area [l09]) and from the analysis of the 
9Be(y, p) reaction (open circles [96]) and the 1 2C(y, p) reactions 

(open triangles [90]). The curve is a mean value of L which is 

used to compute the quasi-deuton cross section in integrated cross 

sections. 

Fig.49 The Integrated cross section of 1 2C(y, n +) reaction as measured at 

Bonn [90]. Dotted line curve : free nucléon cross section. Broken 

line curve : quasi-free pion production (including Fermi motion and 

binding effects). The full line curve includes also the correction 

for "true absorption" of the pion (see text). 

Fig.50 The contribution to the 1 2C(y, * +) integrated cross section of the 

one-body (dot-dash curve) and the two-body mechanisms (double dot-

dash curve). Their sum is the full line curve. The quasi-free cross 

section is also shown (broken line curve). 

Fig.51 The integrated cross section of the 1 2C(y, p) reaction [90] is plot

ted against the energy of the incoming photon. Dashed line : recoil

ing proton associated with the photoproduced pions. Dotted line : 

meson exchange contribution computed in the quasi-deuton model. 
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Fig.52 The relevant diagrams in the analysis of electronuclear reactions on 

light nuclei at intermediate energy. I : the one-body current contri

bution (quasi-elastic scattering) is split into its different parts 

according to the number of particles in the final state. II : the 

meson exchange diagram. Ill : the quasi-free pion electroproduction 

diagram and the pion rescattering diagram. 

Fig.53 The spectrum of the electrons inelastically scattered by* l 2C at 

8 - 60° when E - 620 MeV, is plotted against the energy u of the 

virtual photon. The dashed line corresponds to the pion electropro

duction channel. The dash-ciot line corresponds to quasi- elastic 

scattering of the electron. The dotted line corresponds to the meson 

exchange current contribution, estimated in the framework, of the 

quasi-deuton model. 

Fig.54 The same as fig.53, but for l*0Ca, l t 8Ca and 5 6Fe when E - 695 MeV and 

8 - 60°. 

Fig.55 The experimental values of the Levinger factor L, when only the ex

change part is retained in the amplitude of the yd * pn reaction. The 

meaning of the symbols is the same as in fig.48. 

Fig.56 The "universal curve" obrtained by dividing the cross section of 

electrons inelastically scattered at 8 • 60 s by the corresponding 

mass number, when E ~ 680 MeV, on various nuclei. 

Fig.57 The extrapolation of the 1 2C(e, e')X reaction cross section to the 

photon point. 
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